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Maverics Identity Discovery™ is a lightweight service that discovers and visualizes your
distributed identity infrastructure, creates an inventory of software, services, identities,
policies, and configurations, delivers a clear picture of how your apps integrate with
identity systems and any dependencies between them, and builds your roadmap to
achieving an identity fabric.

About Maverics Identity Discovery™

Problems Identity Discovery™ solves

Poor visibility into current identity infrastructure and how apps are integrated.

High costs associated with big bang migrations when identity system deployments and 
integrations are highly customized.

Error-prone manual work when cataloging all of the moving parts that make up a typical 
identity system and preparing for migrations.

Lengthy buy-in cycles required to get infrastructure, networking, and apps teams on 
board with multi-year, multi-million dollar identity migration projects.
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Automated Discovery: save millions by taking the manual effort out of discovering your
identity infrastructure.

Reduced Footprint: quickly identify unwanted, high-cost legacy identity products so you
can efficiently remove them from your infrastructure.

Clear Visibility: take the guesswork out of identifying how apps are integrated with
identity systems.

What you get

Inventories Identity Systems
Identity Discovery™ creates an inventory of identity system software and components,
user identities, groups and roles, schemas, policies, and configurations to automatically
build a picture of your distributed identity architecture, and establishing how legacy
products can be migrated and retired. Inventory what features are being used to map
those capabilities to new identity systems.

Visualizes Your Distributed Identity System
Identity Discovery™ creates simple visualizations of your identity deployment, identity
data, policies, and configurations, maps how users access applications, and show how
identity data flow between connected components.

Features



Analyzes app integrations
Identity Orchestrator identifies and analyzes last-mile integration between identity systems
and apps so you can quickly understand exactly how those apps consume proprietary
cookies, HTTP headers, or standards-based access tokens to give users access.
Automatically estimate the level of effort for migration planning purposes.

Features continued…
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Benefits

Faster Migrations
Identity Discovery™ automates the manual tasks typically performed at the beginning of
most migration projects, helping to cut overall project times by 50% or more.

Lower Costs
Save millions of dollars by gathering the data critical to automating migration, reducing
the manual efforts in each project, and retiring out-dated legacy software and
supporting infrastructure.

Single Pane of Glass
Create a visual map of your distributed identity architecture so that you can see the
path to deploying an identity fabric confidently across hybrid and multi-cloud
environments.

Break Lock-in and Improve Agility
Uncover the complex deployments, customizations, and proprietary application
integrations of legacy identity systems, giving you the information you need to break
lock-in from those products and migrate to any modern cloud identity system.

Improve Security
Identify the techniques legacy on-premises identity systems use to secure apps so that
you can add much-needed capabilities like passwordless and multi-factor authentication
and threat analysis without changing or rewriting applications.

Zero-Touch Deployment
Identity Discovery™ deploys with zero impact to applications and with no changes to
identity systems, giving you the flexibility to quickly uncover the data critical to the
success of migration projects.

I D E N T I T Y  D I S C O V E R Y

AnalyzeVisualizeInventory



• Deploy Maverics Identity Discovery™ service onto your network.

• Read configuration data from web servers and proxies, application servers, identity 
systems, directories, and databases.

• Read policies and session information from identity system datastores.

• Gather real-time data about how user access to applications is routed across your 
network.

• Analyze the output of discovery to plan how to connect, migrate, orchestrate, and 
abstract your current identity architecture.

• Visualize how you are making progress toward your migration project goals and 
milestones.

How Identity Discovery™ works
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